REK-O-KUT

Precision Turntables
High fidelity is rapidly becoming a part of our home life. Up until now, true quality in music reproduction was considered an experience reserved exclusively for professional engineers connected with recording studios and radio stations. Fortunately, this is all changed. High fidelity is coming into the home... where it belongs... as a part of better living.

As specialists in the field of professional sound reproduction, and having served this field for years, we welcome this change. The standards that we have carefully developed and maintained can now fulfill a greater purpose. The quality we have achieved for the studio, can now bring the same experience of delightful sound into every living room in America. No manufacturer is so impersonal as not to feel some awe for the scope of so great a responsibility.

Much credit is due to those who pioneered in high fidelity and developed the records, the pickups, the amplifiers, speakers and other components, as we know them today.

Our Contribution is the Turntable
Engineered for the Studio
Designed for the Home
Models T-12H and T-43H

Dual Speed

The Models T-12H and T-43H represent the ultimate in turntable design. These are specifically recommended for systems capable of reproducing frequencies below 40 cycles. Except for the difference in size, the construction and performance standards are the same as for the finest Rek-O-Kut 16-inch broadcast models. Wow and flutter content and speed regulation are well within the specified limits defined by the NARTB.

SPECIFICATIONS

NOISE LEVEL: 50 db below average record level.
MOTORS: Hysteresis synchronous.
SPEEDS: Model T-12H—78 and 33 1/3 rpm.
Model T-43H—45 and 33 1/3 rpm.
SPEED SELECTION: Instantaneous shift. Engages either idler without stopping turntable or removing disc.
CHASSIS: Made of cross-ribbed, cast aluminum, and designed for flush-mounting in rectangular cut-out.
FINISH: Wrinkle grey.
DIMENSIONS: 12 1/2" x 15". Height above chassis: 1 3/8". Depth below chassis: 6 1/2".
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 19 lbs.
ACCESSORIES FOR SPEED CONVERSION on reverse side.

For HIGH QUALITY Record Reproduction

REK-O-KUT PRECISION TURNTABLES 12 INCH

All Rek-O-Kut Turntable Units are internally rim-driven. Idlers are made of neoprene compound to insure perfect traction, and quiet operation. All inter-moving parts are case-hardened, and polished to a micro finish.

The Turntables on Rek-O-Kut Units are made of cast aluminum, and exert no 'pull' on magnetic cartridges. They are accurately lathe-turned with extra-heavy rims for dynamically balanced flywheel action.

Motors are shock-mounted, and are fitted with lamintex pulleys which are pressed on to, and ground directly on the motor shafts. This special technique insures absolute concentricity of pulley and motor shaft, thereby promoting smooth, rumble-free operation.
ACCESSORIES FOR SPEED CONVERSION
For Models T-12 and T-12H
45-rpm IDLER and ADAPTER — Interchanges
with 33 1/3-rpm idler.......................... Part T-103A ... $ 8.00
For Models T-43 and T-43H
78-rpm IDLER—Interchanges with 45-rpm idler
Part T-104-43 .... 7.50
PORTABLE CASE for All Above Models... Part C-12H ... 26.95

Models T-12 and T-43
Dual Speed
The Models T-12 and T-43 units are, in all
respects identical to the Models T-12H and
T-43H, with the following exception:

NOISE LEVEL: 40 db below average record level.
MOTORS: Induction — 4-pole, constant speed —
built to Rek-O-Kut specifications.
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 18 lbs.

Model LP-743 3-Speed
The LP-743 is an outstanding example of the
specialized skill that enables the manufacturer to
retain quality at moderate cost. The LP-743 per-
mits the discriminating listener to enjoy all the
known advantages of a professional type turn-
table, at a price no higher than demanded for
changer mechanisms. The LP-743 is dimensioned
for easy replacement of ordinary units.

SPECIFICATIONS
NOISE LEVEL: 30 db below average record level.
MOTOR: Induction — built to Rek-O-Kut specifications —
4-pole, constant speed.
SPEEDS: 78, 45, and 33 1/3 rpm.
SPEED SELECTION: Instantaneous shift. Engages either idler
without stopping turntable or removing disc.

CHASSIS: Heavy-gauge steel plate.
FINISH: Hammertone grey.
DIMENSIONS: 12" x 15". Height above chassis: 1 3/4"
Depth below chassis: 5"
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 14 lbs.